MARVEL COMIC SET (72) [SEP19] - This set contains the following 69 titles at an extra reduced price:

- Absolute Carnage #5
- Absolute Carnage: Captain Marvel #1
- Black Cat #5
- Black Panther #18
- Captain America #16
- Excalibur #2
- Fallen Angels #1 & 2
- Fantastic Four #16
- Fantastic Four: Grand Design #1
- Fantastic Four: Negative Zone #1
- Friendly Neighborhood Spider-Man #14
- Future Foundation #4
- Ghost Rider #2
- Ghost-Spider #4
- Guardians of the Galaxy #11
- Gwenpool Strikes Back #4
- History of Marvel Universe #5
- Invisible Woman #5
- Ironheart #12
- King Thor #3
- Loki #5
- Magnificent Ms. Marvel #9
- Marvel Tales: Doctor Strange #1
- Miles Morales: Spider-Man #12
- Morbius #1
- New Mutants #1 & 2
- Old Man Quill #1
- Punisher 2099 #1
- Runaways #27
- Savage Avengers #7
- Spider-Man: Velocity #4
- Spider-Man & Venom: Double Trouble #1
- Spider-Man #3
- Spider-Man & Venom: Double Trouble #1
- Spider-Verse #2
- Strikeforce #3
- Sword Master #5
- Tony Stark: Iron Man #18
- Valkyrie: Jane Foster #5
- Web of Black Widow #3
- X-Force #1 & 2
- Yondu #1 & 2

History of Marvel Universe #5, Invisible Woman #5, Ironheart #12, King Thor #3, Loki #5, Magnificent Ms. Marvel #9, Marauders #2, Marvel Tales: Doctor Strange #1, Miles Morales: Spider-Man #12, Morbius #1, New Mutants #1 & 2, Old Man Quill #1, Punisher 2099 #1, Runaways #27, Savage Avengers #7, Spider-Man: Velocity #4, Spider-Man & Venom: Double Trouble #1, Spider-Man #3, Spider-Man & Venom: Double Trouble #1, Spider-Man #3, Spider-Man & Venom: Double Trouble #1, Spider-Verse #2, and Venom #20.

AVENGERS SET (12) [SEP19] - This set contains the following 12 titles at an extra reduced price:

- Avengers #26 & 27
- Captain America #16
- Immortal Hulk #26 & 27
- Ironheart #12
- King Thor #3
- Loki #5
- Savage Avengers #7
- Strikeforce #3
- Tony Stark: Iron Man #18
- Valkyrie: Jane Foster #5

AVENGERS SET (12) [SEP19] - This set contains the following 12 titles at an extra reduced price:

- Avengers #26 & 27
- Captain America #16
- Immortal Hulk #26 & 27
- Ironheart #12
- King Thor #3
- Loki #5
- Savage Avengers #7
- Strikeforce #3
- Tony Stark: Iron Man #18
- Valkyrie: Jane Foster #5

$28.88 [S1909001]

SPIDER-MAN SET (18) [SEP19] - This set contains the following 18 titles at an extra reduced price:

- Absolute Carnage #5
- Absolute Carnage: Captain Marvel #1
- Black Cat #5
- Friendly Neighborhood Spider-Man #14
- Ghost-Spider #4
- Gwenpool Strikes Back #4
- Miles Morales: Spider-Man #12
- Morbius #1
- Scream: Curse of Carnage #1
- Spider-Man #3
- Spider-Man & Venom: Double Trouble #1
- Spider-Man: Velocity #4
- Spider-Verse #2
- Web of Black Widow #3
- X-Force #1 & 2
- X-Men #2 and Yondu #1 & 2

Spider-Man #3 & 34, Black Cat #5, Friendly Neighborhood Spider-Man #14, Ghost-Spider #4, Gwenpool Strikes Back #4, Miles Morales: Spider-Man #12, Morbius #1, Scream: Curse of Carnage #1, Spider-Man #3, Spider-Man & Venom: Double Trouble #1, Spider-Man: Velocity #4, Spider-Verse #2, and Venom #20.

$45.42 [S1909003]

X-MEN SET (10) [SEP19] - This set contains the following 7 titles at an extra reduced price:

- Deadpool #1
- Excalibur #2
- Fallen Angels #1 & #2
- Marauders #2
- New Mutants #1 & #2
- X-Force #1 & #2
- X-Men #2

$26.30 [S1909004]
Marvel Heroes


AMAZING MARY JANE #2 - (Williams/Gomez) Mary Jane has learned Mysterio is the auteur behind her big break. But how is he keeping her on set? Humberto Ramos cover. Rated T $3.19 [19090129]

ANNIHILATION: SCOURGE ALPHA #1 - (Matthew Rosenberg/Juanan Ramirez) The opening salvo for December’s main event. Something is stirring in the Negative Zone… something that the Marvel Universe isn’t ready for. Will Nova be able to assemble a team powerful enough to tackle this burgeoning threat? One-shot. Josemaria Casanovas covr. 40 pg. Rated T+ [19090130] Ariel Olivetti cover [19090131] $3.19 (each)

BLACK CAT ANNUAL #1 - (Jed Mackay/Javier Pina) You are cordially invited to the wedding of Black Cat and Spider-Man. In lieu of gifts, please turn over all your security systems, laser grids and counterweight giant stone traps. J. Scott Campbell cover. 40 pg. Rated T [19090144] Todd Nauck cover [19090145] $3.99 (each)

AVENGERS #26 - (Aaron/Dale Keown) The secret, savory origin of the biggest, nastiest, most cosmically-powered caveman who ever lived: the original Starbrand, one of the mighty Avengers of One Million B.C. Rated T+ [19090138] AlexRoss Marvels 25th cover [19090139] $3.19 (each)

AVENGERS #27 - (Aaron/ McGuinness) Starbrand Reborn part 1: Riot In The Space Prison. The Avengers go into an alien prison the size of a galaxy, where a mysterious new wielder of the all-powerful Starbrand has suddenly appeared, unleashing cosmic chaos. Rated T+ [19090140] 2099 cover [19090141] $3.19 (each)

AVENGERS #27 ALPHA #1 (variant cover - Finch)


BLITZCAT #6 - (McKay/Dowling) Things didn’t quite work out between Felicia and Johnny Storm. So the Black Cat has a real date. But with who? J. Scott Campbell cover. Rated T [19090142] Phil Noto 2099 cover [19090143] $3.19 (each)

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #33 - (Spencer/Geoghan) Miguel O’Hara’s mysterious return to the present threatens his life and his entire future. But why? As for our time’s Spider-Man, he’s got his hands full. Rated T [19090130] Miguel Mercado cover [19090131] $3.19 (each)

ANNIHILATION: SCOURGE #1 - (Geoff Shaw) The opening salvo for December’s main event. Something is stirring in the Negative Zone… something that the Marvel Universe isn’t ready for. Will Nova be able to assemble a team powerful enough to tackle this burgeoning threat? One-shot. Josemaria Casanovas covr. 40 pg. Rated T+ [19090130] Ariel Olivetti cover [19090131] $3.19 (each)

ABSOLUTE CARNAGE: CAPTAIN MARVEL #1 - (Emily Ryan Lerner/Andrea Broccardo) Chewie’s been Carnagized, and Carol isn’t happy about it. It’s Earth’s Mightiest Hero against a symbiotic space cat. One-shot. David Nakayama cover. 40 pg. Rated T [19090122] Codex cover [19090123] $3.99 (each)

ABSOLUTE CARNAGE: WEAPON PLUS #1 - (Jed Mackay/Stefano Raffaele) Years ago, Rex Strickland was given a highly classified mission by Nick Fury. Where exactly did the ancient symbiote know as the Grendel come from? Decades later, Carnage is on a rampage and only Weapon H can stop him – by picking up where Rex left off. One-shot. Shan cover. 40 pg. Rated T+ [19090125] Codex cover [19090126] $3.99 (each)

BLACK CAT #6 - (Mackay/Dowling) Things didn’t quite work out between Felicia and Johnny Storm. So the Black Cat has a real date. But with who? J. Scott Campbell cover. Rated T [19090142] Phil Noto 2099 cover [19090143] $3.19 (each)

AERO #5 - (of 6) - (Lieven/Pak/Wong & Mhan) Aero unlocks the first mystery of the Jade Monolith – but who’s controlling the Jade Monolith, and why? Meanwhile, in our second story, who is the Sea Hunter? 40 pg. Rated T+ $3.19 [19090127]

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #34 - (Spencer/Geoghan) Spider-Man 2099’s present is our crumbling future. But what chance do we have to turn things around? One-shot. Pat Gleason cover. 40 pg. Rated T+ [19090132] 2099 cover [19090133] Arthur Adams cover [19090134] $3.19 (each)

ABSOLUTE CARNAGE #5 - (Cates/Stegman) Venom and Carnage – to the death. 40 pg. Rated T [19090117] John Tyler Christopher Action Figure cover [19090118] Greg Land cover [19090120] Ron Lim cover [19090121] $3.99 (each)

ACADEMIA #25 - (Marvels 25th - Alex Ross)

ADVENTURES OF THE MASQUE #1 - (git) (Costa/Williams) The ancient order of the Masque has been summoned to the Kingdom of La Lune to solve a mysterious murder. But when the Masquers arrive, they find that the King has been killed by a strange new weapon – a living black bat. With the help of his loyal servant, the Masques must delve into the heart of the kingdom to uncover the truth. 40 pg. Rated T+ [19090123] $3.19 (each)

AVENGERS #26 ANNUAL #1 (var cvr - Finch)

B L A C K  C A T  A N N U A L # 1 - (Jed Mackay/Javier Pina) You are cordially invited to the wedding of Black Cat and Spider-Man. In lieu of gifts, please turn over all your security systems, laser grids and counterweight giant stone traps. J. Scott Campbell cover. 40 pg. Rated T [19090144] Todd Nauck cover [19090145] $3.99 (each)

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #34

ABSOLUTE CARNAGE #5

ABSOLUTE CARNAGE: CAPTAIN MARVEL #1

ADVENTURES OF THE MASQUE #1

AVENGERS ANNUAL #1

AVENGERS #26 ANNUAL #1 (var cvr - Finch)

BLACK CAT #6

NEW AVENGERS #1

NEW AVENGERS ANNUAL #1

BLACK CAT ANNUAL #1

BLACK CAT ANNUAL #1 (var cvr - Nauck)

BLACK CAT ANNUAL #1 (variant cover - Nauck)

BLACK CAT ANNUAL #1 (var cvr - Finch)

MARVEL Variant Covers

Black Cat #6 - (Mackay/Dowling) Things didn’t quite work out between Felicia and Johnny Storm. So the Black Cat has a real date. But with who? J. Scott Campbell cover. Rated T [19090142] Phil Noto 2099 cover [19090143] $3.19 (each)

AVENGERS ANNUAL #1 - (of 8) (Mackay/Dowling) The official Avengers of One Million B.C. Rate the ultimate showdown in the Negative Zone. 40 pg. Rated T+ [19090144] Josemaria Casanovas cover [19090145] $3.99 (each)

Marvel Variant Covers

Alpha #1 (var cvr - Olivetti)

Avengers #26 Annual #1 (var cvr - Finch)

Black Cat #6 - (Mackay/Dowling) Things didn’t quite work out between Felicia and Johnny Storm. So the Black Cat has a real date. But with who? J. Scott Campbell cover. Rated T [19090142] Phil Noto 2099 cover [19090143] $3.19 (each)

Avengers ANNUAL #1 - (of 8) (Mackay/Dowling) The official Avengers of One Million B.C. Rate the ultimate showdown in the Negative Zone. 40 pg. Rated T+ [19090144] Josemaria Casanovas cover [19090145] $3.99 (each)

Avengers ANNUAL #1

Avengers ANNUAL #1 (variant cover - Nauck)

Avengers ANNUAL #1 (var cvr - Finch)
BLACK PANTHER AND THE AGENTS OF WAKANDA #3 - (Zub/Medina) A disturbing galactic experiment has been waiting, growing. Can the Agents of Wakanda stop its encroaching danger before it's too late? Jorge Molina cover. Rated T+ [19090148] $3.19 (each)

CAPTAIN AMERICA #16 - (Coates/Masters) The Legend Of Steve continues. The killing of a cop sets off a powder keg in the New York streets—one that Steve Rogers and Misty Knight must investigate to contain. Alex Ross cover. Rated T+ See the Avengers Set #0 [19090149] Jungheun Yoon 2099 cover [19090150] $3.19 (each)

CAPTAIN MARVEL #12 - (Thompson/Garbett) Captain Marvel has fought off alien hordes. Rescued by the Intergalactic Empire, she now faces her greatest challenge: Captain Marvel has found a strange being who has claimed him going after the King of Monsters, who has claimed a new kingdom for his monstrous subjects…on Staten Island. But you know what they say, when you come at the king, you better not miss. 40 pg. Parental Advisory [19090158] David Finch cover [19090159] Carlos Gomez Mary Jane cover [19090160] $3.99 (each)

DOCTOR DOOM #2 - (Cantwell/Larroca) Doctor Doom has been taken prisoner by the world itself, but he may find unexpected aid in his escape. Aco cover. Rated T+ [19090161] 2099 cover [19090162] $3.19 (each)

EXCALIBUR #2 - (Howard/Izaakse) Betsy Braddock is Captain Britain, but a citizen of Krakoa. With Rogue’s condition a mystery, the team heads to the one place that has always been the seat of Excalibur’s power - the Lighthouse. Mahmud Asrar cover. Rated T+ [19090163] Mike McKone 2099 cover [19090164] $3.19 (each)

FALLEN ANGELS #1 & 2 - (Bryan Edward Hill/Szymon Kudranski) Paylocke finds herself in this new world of Mutankind unsure of her place in it… but when a face from her past returns only to be killed, she seeks help from others who feel similar to her. Featuring Galactus and the Silver Surfer. 48 pg. Rated T [19090171] Ron Lim cover [19090172] $3.99 (each)

FANTASTIC FOUR 2099 #1 - (Kelly Thompson/Chris Bachalo) Deadpool’s newest mercenary job has him going after the King of Monsters, who has claimed a new kingdom for his monstrous subjects…on Staten Island. But you know what they say, when you come at the king, you better not miss. 40 pg. Parental Advisory [19090158] David Finch cover [19090159] Carlos Gomez Mary Jane cover [19090160] $3.99 (each)

DOCTOR DOOM #2 - (Cantwell/Larroca) Doctor Doom has been taken prisoner by the world itself, but he may find unexpected aid in his escape. Aco cover. Rated T+ [19090161] 2099 cover [19090162] $3.19 (each)

EXCALIBUR #2 - (Howard/Izaakse) Betsy Braddock is Captain Britain, but a citizen of Krakoa. With Rogue’s condition a mystery, the team heads to the one place that has always been the seat of Excalibur’s power - the Lighthouse. Mahmud Asrar cover. Rated T+ [19090163] Mike McKone 2099 cover [19090164] $3.19 (each)

FALLEN ANGELS #1 & 2 - (Bryan Edward Hill/Szymon Kudranski) Paylocke finds herself in this new world of Mutankind unsure of her place in it… but when a face from her past returns only to be killed, she seeks help from others who feel similar to her. Featuring Galactus and the Silver Surfer. 48 pg. Rated T [19090171] Ron Lim cover [19090172] $3.99 (each)

FANTASTIC FOUR 2099 #1 - (Kelly Thompson/Chris Bachalo) Deadpool’s newest mercenary job has him going after the King of Monsters, who has claimed a new kingdom for his monstrous subjects…on Staten Island. But you know what they say, when you come at the king, you better not miss. 40 pg. Parental Advisory [19090158] David Finch cover [19090159] Carlos Gomez Mary Jane cover [19090160] $3.99 (each)

DOCTOR DOOM #2 - (Cantwell/Larroca) Doctor Doom has been taken prisoner by the world itself, but he may find unexpected aid in his escape. Aco cover. Rated T+ [19090161] 2099 cover [19090162] $3.19 (each)

EXCALIBUR #2 - (Howard/Izaakse) Betsy Braddock is Captain Britain, but a citizen of Krakoa. With Rogue’s condition a mystery, the team heads to the one place that has always been the seat of Excalibur’s power - the Lighthouse. Mahmud Asrar cover. Rated T+ [19090163] Mike McKone 2099 cover [19090164] $3.19 (each)

FALLEN ANGELS #1 & 2 - (Bryan Edward Hill/Szymon Kudranski) Paylocke finds herself in this new world of Mutankind unsure of her place in it… but when a face from her past returns only to be killed, she seeks help from others who feel similar to her. Featuring Galactus and the Silver Surfer. 48 pg. Rated T [19090171] Ron Lim cover [19090172] $3.99 (each)

FANTASTIC FOUR 2099 #1 - (Kelly Thompson/Chris Bachalo) Deadpool’s newest mercenary job has him going after the King of Monsters, who has claimed a new kingdom for his monstrous subjects…on Staten Island. But you know what they say, when you come at the king, you better not miss. 40 pg. Parental Advisory [19090158] David Finch cover [19090159] Carlos Gomez Mary Jane cover [19090160] $3.99 (each)

DOCTOR DOOM #2 - (Cantwell/Larroca) Doctor Doom has been taken prisoner by the world itself, but he may find unexpected aid in his escape. Aco cover. Rated T+ [19090161] 2099 cover [19090162] $3.19 (each)

EXCALIBUR #2 - (Howard/Izaakse) Betsy Braddock is Captain Britain, but a citizen of Krakoa. With Rogue’s condition a mystery, the team heads to the one place that has always been the seat of Excalibur’s power - the Lighthouse. Mahmud Asrar cover. Rated T+ [19090163] Mike McKone 2099 cover [19090164] $3.19 (each)

FALLEN ANGELS #1 & 2 - (Bryan Edward Hill/Szymon Kudranski) Paylocke finds herself in this new world of Mutankind unsure of her place in it… but when a face from her past returns only to be killed, she seeks help from others who feel similar to her. Featuring Galactus and the Silver Surfer. 48 pg. Rated T [19090171] Ron Lim cover [19090172] $3.99 (each)

FANTASTIC FOUR 2099 #1 - (Kelly Thompson/Chris Bachalo) Deadpool’s newest mercenary job has him going after the King of Monsters, who has claimed a new kingdom for his monstrous subjects…on Staten Island. But you know what they say, when you come at the king, you better not miss. 40 pg. Parental Advisory [19090158] David Finch cover [19090159] Carlos Gomez Mary Jane cover [19090160] $3.99 (each)

DOCTOR DOOM #2 - (Cantwell/Larroca) Doctor Doom has been taken prisoner by the world itself, but he may find unexpected aid in his escape. Aco cover. Rated T+ [19090161] 2099 cover [19090162] $3.19 (each)

EXCALIBUR #2 - (Howard/Izaakse) Betsy Braddock is Captain Britain, but a citizen of Krakoa. With Rogue’s condition a mystery, the team heads to the one place that has always been the seat of Excalibur’s power - the Lighthouse. Mahmud Asrar cover. Rated T+ [19090163] Mike McKone 2099 cover [19090164] $3.19 (each)

FALLEN ANGELS #1 & 2 - (Bryan Edward Hill/Szymon Kudranski) Paylocke finds herself in this new world of Mutankind unsure of her place in it… but when a face from her past returns only to be killed, she seeks help from others who feel similar to her. Featuring Galactus and the Silver Surfer. 48 pg. Rated T [19090171] Ron Lim cover [19090172] $3.99 (each)
LOKI #5 - (Kibbelsmith/Bazaldua) It’s Wolverine vs. Loki back in the old west. Loki doesn’t exactly belong in these parts — or in this time period. But that’s never stopped the god of mischief before. O’zk Hildimm cover. Rated T+ [19090194] 2099 cover [19090195] $3.19 (each)

MAGNIFICENT MS. MARVEL #9 - (Ahmed/Vazquez) Disaster strikes Ms. Marvel’s family, drawing Kamala and Bruno closer together than ever before. Are these two best friends about to become something more? Eduard Petrovic cover. Rated T+ $3.19 [19090196]

MARAUDERS #2 - (Duggan/Gurule) The Krew’s mission of punishment has only one target left. The most deadly enemy yet has prepared for Frank, and won’t go down easily. Tony Moore cover. Parental Advisory $3.19 [19090212]

PUNISHER 2099 #1 - (Lonnie Nadler & Zac Thompson/Matt Horak) The future has arrived, but world peace certainly hasn’t. In fact, with the streets of Nueva York more crime-ridden than ever, Frank will have to rise up to defend the vulnerable population from the corruption? Looks like it’s up to Punisher 2099. One-shot. Patch Zicher cover. Rated T $3.19 [19090201] Run Lim cover [19090211] $3.99 (each)

PUNISHER SOVIET #1 - [of 6] (Ewing/De Iulis) A dozen Russian mobsters lie dead at the Punisher’s feet — but world peace certainly hasn’t. In fact, with the streets of Nueva York more crime-ridden than ever, Frank will have to rise up to defend the vulnerable population from the corruption? Looks like it’s up to Punisher 2099. One-shot. Patch Zicher cover. Rated T $3.19 [19090201] Run Lim cover [19090211] $3.99 (each)

RUNAWYS #27 - (Powell/Andra) The Runaways can’t go home, but Los Angeles’ First Protector and Most Venerable Hero are on their trail. Have they finally met a powerful adult they can trust? Rated T+ $3.19 [19090215]
Savage Avengers #7 - (Duggan/Zircher) Elektra and the Sorcerer Supreme, Doctor Strange, fight together against Kulan Gath’s forces. Voodoo learns more about the evil sorcerer’s plans to dominate Planet Earth. David Finch cover. Parental Advisory $3.19 [19090216]

Spider-Verse #2 - (of 6) (North/Perez) The entire Spider-Verse is in trouble including a world where Aunt May got the Spider-Powers (like you saw in Spider-Geddon). Dave Rapoza cover. Rated T $3.19 [19090227]


Valkyrie: Jane Foster #5 - (Aaron & Ewing/Cafu) Valkyrie’s enemy finally reveals herself to teach the guardian of the fallen an important lesson: Not every life can be saved. Mahmoud Asrar cover. Rated T $3.19 [19090237]

Venom #20 - (Cates/Coel) It’s the final tie-in to Absolute Carnage Kyle Hotz cover. Rated T+ [19090238] Pham 2099 cover [19090239] Ryan Bodenheim Codex cover [19090240] $3.19 (each)

Tom of Dracula #10 Facsimile Edition - (Marv Wolfman/Gene Colon) His name is Blade, and he’s a vampire hunter like no other — because he’s part-vampire himself. This momentous issue introduced the Daywalker — and set him on the path toward multimedia superstardom. Reprinting Tom of Dracula (1972) #10. Gil Kane cover. Rated T $3.19 [19090230]

Strikeforce #3 - (Howard/Peralta) The changing creatures known as Vridal have lodged their fey claws into one of the most powerful men on Earth — Doctor Doom. Andrea Sorrentino cover. Rated T $3.19 [19090228]

Sword Master #5 - (Shuizhu & Pak/Gunji & Anidito) Lin Lie’s magic sword draws the attention of his greatest opponent yet — Baron Mordo. Meanwhile, in our second story, can Shang-Chi and Sword Master overcome their suspicion and pride in time to thwart the threat of the Gods of Madripoor? 40 pg. Rated T+ $3.19 [19090229]

Spider-Man #3 - (of 5) (J.J. Abrams & H. Abrams/Pichelli) If you think you know what’s going to happen to Peter and Mary Jane next, you’re wrong! For Coipel cover. Rated T [19090220] Giuseppe Camuncoli 2099 cover [19090218] Skottie Young cover [19090219] $3.19 (each)

Spider-Man/Venom: Double Trouble #1 - (of 4) (Mariko Tamaki/Guruhiru) It’s fun of the freaky variety this time around, as an unexpected mind-swap sets Spidey and Venom in each other’s bodies. But who swapped them, and why? Rated T [19090222] Arthur Adams connecting cover [19090223] Variant cover [19090224] Logan Lubera cover [19090225] $3.19 (each)

Marvel’s Spider-Man: Velocity #4 - (of 5) (Hallum/Laio) Spider-Man’s new high-speed Velocity suit is jammed at full speed. Can Peter use this time to find a solution for his own problem, and the mysterious villain terrorizing New York City? Skan cover. Rated T $3.19 [19090226]


The Unbeatable Squirrel Girl #50 - (North/Charm) Final issue. Friendship, explosions, and friendships forged during one of the biggest paydays of his scoundrel, is about to hit Yondu, lone Ravager and all-around scoundrel. John McCrea) Yondu, lone Ravager and all-around scoundrel, is about to hit the biggest payday of his life when he stumbles upon a dangerous new weapon. But when this artifact turns out to be deadlier than he bargained for, will the reward outweigh the risk? Cully Hammer cover. Rated T+ [19090249] Carlos Pacheco cover [19090250] $3.19 (each)

X-Men #2 - (Hickman/Yu) When an island full of unspeakable horrors appears on the horizon, the X-Men have their work cut out for themselves keeping Krakoa safe. Rated T+ [19090247] Ron Lim 2099 cover [19090248] $3.19 (each)

The Web of Black Widow #3 - (of 5) (Houser/Mooney) When her secretive enemy gets the best of her, Natasha calls the one person who understands just how tangled a widow’s web can get: Yelena Belova. Junggeun Yoon cover. Rated T+ $3.19 [19090241]

X-Force #1 & #2 - (Benjamin Percy/Joshua Cassara) X-Force is the CIA of the mutant world—one half intelligence branch, one half special ops. Beast, Jean Grey and Sage on one side, Wolverine, Kid Omega and Domino on the other. In a perfect world, there would be no need for an X-Force. Dustin Weaver cover. 40 pg. Rated T+ See the X-Men Set for art. [19090242] Mark Bagley Every Mutant Ever cover [19090243] Russell Dauterman Young Guns cover [19090244] $3.99 (each) #2 $3.19 [19090246]

Find more descriptions, art and products at www.westfieldcomics.com

All images TM & © 2019 Marvel Characters, Inc. All rights reserved.
YONDU #2 - [of 5] Nadler & Thompson/McCrea
Yondu attempts to find a buyer for the Herald’s arm. But with a chaos-crazed mercenary and deadly hunter from the future on his tail, Yondu doesn’t have time to plan out his next move. Cully Hammer cover. Rated T+ $3.39 [19090251]

CONAN

AGE OF CONAN: VALERIA #4 - [of 5] Finch/Anke
Valeria pushes past her injuries to sneak into the fortress of Lord Blasius. But what could he possibly have that she’d risk losing track of her quarry over? • Plus: The next chapter of an all-new novella featuring the wizard Thoth-Amon. Jay Anacleto cover. Parental Advisory $3.19 [19090252]

CONAN THE BARBARIAN #11 - [Aaron/Astar] By Crom – The barbarian vs. his god. As Conan shuffles off this mortal coil, he stands face to face with his God, Crom. But Crom does not care for the fate of some weak mortal… Plus: the penultimate chapter in the all-new novella Black Starlight. Esad Ribic cover. Parental Advisory $3.19 [19090253]


STANDARDS OF CONAN: DARK TEMPLE #4 - [of 5] Rosenberg/ Villanelli Jedi Knight Ero Cordova must risk his life to uncover the secrets of the Dark Temple on Ontosho… while the fearsome Ontosho army approaches. Will Stiney cover. Rated T+ $3.19 [19090256]

YONDU #2 - [of 5] Nadler & Thompson/McCrea
Yondu attempts to find a buyer for the Herald’s arm. But with a chaos-crazed mercenary and deadly hunter from the future on his tail, Yondu doesn’t have time to plan out his next move. Cully Hammer cover. Rated T+ $3.39 [19090251]

CONAN

AGE OF CONAN: VALERIA #4 - [of 5] Finch/Anke
Valeria pushes past her injuries to sneak into the fortress of Lord Blasius. But what could he possibly have that she’d risk losing track of her quarry over? • Plus: The next chapter of an all-new novella featuring the wizard Thoth-Amon. Jay Anacleto cover. Parental Advisory $3.19 [19090252]

CONAN THE BARBARIAN #11 - [Aaron/Astar] By Crom – The barbarian vs. his god. As Conan shuffles off this mortal coil, he stands face to face with his God, Crom. But Crom does not care for the fate of some weak mortal… Plus: the penultimate chapter in the all-new novella Black Starlight. Esad Ribic cover. Parental Advisory $3.19 [19090253]


STANDARDS OF CONAN: DARK TEMPLE #4 - [of 5] Rosenberg/ Villanelli Jedi Knight Ero Cordova must risk his life to uncover the secrets of the Dark Temple on Ontosho… while the fearsome Ontosho army approaches. Will Stiney cover. Rated T+ $3.19 [19090256]
Dec. $14.39 [19090287] Dead Man Logan #7-12. Declan Shalvey cover. The intergalactic merch merch called Death's Head wakes up half-assembled at the last real Hulk — dead...or more. Re-experience the comicbook epic that kick-started the entire Marvel Age of Heroes and villains throughout the decades. What is the Eternity Mask? Collecting Marvel Comics: #1000-1001, plus extras. 128 pages. Rated T+ Scheduled to arrive in Dec. $23.95 [19090238]


MARVEL COMICS 1000 HC - FC. In celebration of Marvel's 80th anniversary we have gathered the greatest array of talent ever to be assembled between two covers. A mystery threads throughout the Marvel Universe — one that began in Marvel Comics #1 and unites a disparate array of heroes and villains throughout the decades. What is the Eternity Mask? Collecting Marvel Comics: #1000-1001, plus extras. 128 pages. Rated T+ Scheduled to arrive in Mar. $23.95 [19090238]


SILVER SURFER: BLACK TREASURY EDITION TPB - FC. (Danny Fraction/Art Adams). In Guardians Of The Galaxy, the cosmos’ greatest defenders were thrown through a black hole — including the Silver Surfer. With his Power Cosmic fading and the all-consuming darkness descending, will he come in the form of an unexpected ally? Collecting Silver Surfer: Black #1-11, 152 pages (8X13) Rated T+ Scheduled to arrive in Dec. $22.99 [19090310]

SPECTACULAR SPIDER-MAN: LO, THIS MIGHTY MONSTER TPB - FC. (Stan Lee, John Romita Sr. channeling film noir in his visual and Stan Lee offering longer stories for a more mature readability, these were Spider Tales like nothing that had come before Collecting Spectacular Spider-Man (1968) #1-2. 136 pages. All Ages Scheduled to arrive in Dec. $15.99 [19090311]
M A R V E L  C O M I C S


THANOS: ZERO SANCTUARY TPB - FC. (Tony S Daniel/Avel Dilworth) Long before Thanos and Gamora's twisted familial relationship came to a bloody end, how did it all begin? Collecting Thanos (2019) #1-6. Jeff Dekal cover. 144 pg. Parental Advisory [15.99] [19090313]

TIGRA: THE COMPLETE COLLECTION TPB - FC. (Mike Baron/Artwil Delort) Long before the mystical cat People soon unlock her full potential — and she becomes Tigra, the Were-Woman. Collecting Tigra #1-4, Marvel Team-Up (1972) #6 & #57, Giant-Sized Creatures #1, Marvel Chillers #2-3, Marvel Two-In-One (1974) #19, Marvel Premiere #42. Tiga #4-6. Unreleased (1972) #10 and Marvel Team-Up (1972) #125. Howard Chaykin cover. 424 pg. Rated T+ Scheduled to arrive in Mar. $31.99 [19090320]


Marvel Action (Young Readers)

MARVEL ACTION X-FORCE #111 -(Manning/Fiorito) A.M. makes a final attack to destroy the remaining Avengers resistance. $3.19 [19090326]

MARVEL ACTION BLACK PANTHER BOO #2: RISE TOGETHER SC - FC. (Vita Ayala/Arianna Horan) Collects issues #4-6 of Marvel Action: Black Panther. $5.99 [19090327]

MARVEL ACTION CLASSICS: ANT-MAN - FC. (Fred Van Lente & Todd DeZago/Matteo Lolli & Dan Acuino) When scientist Henry Pym teams up to conquer Earth using emotions, he recruits an army of ants. Clayton Henry cover. 49 pg. $2.99 [19090328]

MARVEL ACTION: SPIDER-MAN #12. (Dawson/Tinto) A possible new Spider-Man has hit the scene, but this one is big, bad, and wreaking havoc all across the city. $3.19 [19090329]

MARVEL COMICS COLLECTIBLES

AVENGERS INFINITY PB - B&W. The Avengers journey into deep space, where they unite the intergalactic races against the Builders-deadly aliens who seek to destroy the known galaxy. While the heroes are gone, Thanos sets his sights on Earth. 368 pg. $19.99 [19090330]

DS-014SP D-STAGE SERIES PX: A3 INFINITY WAR SPIDER-MAN (COMIC) (6-INCH) - This stunning Iron Spider figure stands about 6¼” tall. $29.99 [AC000954]

DS-015SP D-STAGE SERIES PX: A3 INFINITY WAR SPIDER-MAN (COMIC) (6-INCH) - This stunning Iron Spider figure stands about 6¼” tall. $29.99 [AC000955]

MARVEL CLASSIC NOVELS: X-MEN MUTANT EMPIRE OMINBUS PB - B&W. Magneto — the X-Men’s oldest, deadliest foe has taken over a top-secret government installation that houses the Sentinels, powerful mutant-hunting robots. The X-Men must fight to keep this deadly technology out of Magneto’s hands. 608 pg. $8.79 [19090332]

MARVEL SELECT AVENGERS 4 ACTION FIGURE: IRON MAN MK50 - This 7-in scale figure comes with interchangeable hands, including the Nano Gauntlet, and an alternate version with snapping fingers. Scheduled to arrive in Jan. $29.39 [19090341]

MARVEL FLEXFIT CAP: COMICS LOGO 100TH ANNIVERSARY - Scheduled to arrive in Dec. $23.99 [19090340]

MARVEL HEROES T-SHIRT: FANTASTIC FOUR - FANTASTICASTIC - $15.18 [19090338]

POPI! AVENGERS ENDGAME VINYL FIGURES - Each 3¾” tall. Choose from Ant-Man [19090342], Black Widow [19090343], Captain America [19090344], Hawkeye [19090345], the Hulk [19090346], Nebula [19090348], Thanos [19090349], Thor [19090350], and War Machine [19090352]. $8.79 (each)

POPI! MARVEL 80TH FIRST APPEARANCE VINYL FIGURES - From the pages of X-Men #1 come these figures of Cyclops [AC000891], Marvel Girl [AC000890], Angel [AC000899], and Beast [AC000892]. Each figure stands 3¼” tall. $8.79 (each)

POPI! MARVEL VINYL FIGURE: HOLIDAY GROOT — Figure measures about 3¼” tall. $8.79 [AC000863]

WAKANDA FILES TECHNOCLOGICAL EXPLOSION AVENGERS & BEYOND - FC. (Troy Benjamin) An in-world book from the Marvel Cinematic Universe. Compiled by request of Shuri, it is a collection of papers, articles, blueprints, and notes amassed throughout history by Wakanda's War Dogs. 192 pg. (10x9) $48.00 [19090353]

WALTER SIMONSON MIGHTY THOR ARTISAN EDITION SC - B&W. (Walter Simonson) Collects seven complete issues of Simonson’s run on The Mighty Thor, including the groundbreaking first story arc that introduced Beta Ray Bill. Each page has been scanned from the original art in Walter Simonson’s personal archives. 176 pg. (8x12) Scheduled to arrive in Jan. $29.99 [19090354]